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5 Queer Things You Can Do Right Now-ish
BY SARAH BRICKER HUNT

O

ctober is filled with fall
delights, from crunchy
leaves to orange-y … sights?
Look, you didn’t come here
for the poetry. Get out and
experience Michigan in all its
golden-hued glory (before
those pretty leaves fall and the
nine-month winter envelopes
us all). Whether you’ve been
dreaming of serving your
best Leather Daddy look on
a stage somewhere, can’t
pass up the chance to see the
beauty that is Jonathan Van
Ness in person or just need a
little inspiration in the form of
unique art, there’s something
here for you, boo.

Spend a Weekend in Leather Heaven
Ah, leather. Even the cows might agree that there’s
something inherently sexy about the fabric and the
fashions it inspires. Michigan Leather Pride Weekend
is your chance to revel in the scene as competitors
vie for titles like Michigan Community Bootblack, Ms.
and Mx. Michigan Leather Pride, Michigan Leather
Pride Boy and Michigan Leather Pride Sir. Attendees
can eat, drink and luxuriate in leather all weekend
long — and don’t miss the Victory Dungeon Party
on Friday night. The event is gender-inclusive and
welcomes people of all sexual identities.
The event is Oct. 21-23 at Olympus Hall (940 W.
McNichols, Detroit).

Get Happy Watching Jonathan Van Ness Jump
Around
The world can be a hard place to live in lately, but a little Jonathan
Van Ness in your life can make all the difference. Nonbinary hero
and amateur gymnast Van Ness will bring their “Imaginary Living
Room Olympian” comedy tour to the Masonic Temple Theatre Oct.
15, and frankly, it would be an act of self-love to get yourself a
ticket right this minute. JVN is one of those people who emanates
queer joy and hope from every earnest pore — so much so that
they’ll gladly expose, on stage, their vulnerability for us. Fully. Like
one-piece leotard fully. We don’t deserve them, which is why we
must support them.

Catch a Meaningful Queer Art Exhibit
Michigan artist John Gutoskey tells us his new exhibit, “Cake & Flowers For My People,”
on display at Gallery 22 North in Ypsilanti, is a “rainbow explosion of color and sparkle,” which is
enough to pique the interest of many an art-loving queer. But the deeper meaning behind the
show will certainly seal the deal: “These artworks were made in honor of marriage equality and
queer relationships and are dedicated to any members of the LGBTQ+ community who have
been discriminated against by a florist or bakery for ‘religious convictions,’” Gutoskey’s artist
statement for the show reads. “These prints of bouquets and cake sculptures will never fade or
get stale like the real things.”
Learn more about the exhibit, which runs through Oct. 30, at 22north.org.

Tickets available at ticketmaster.com.
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Help Get Out the Vote
With early voting in full swing, it’s time to get your voting plan in place and to
encourage those around you to participate in the democratic process. Here are
three things you can do today to help protect queer rights, reproductive freedoms
and our electoral system:
•
•
•

Check out Pride Source’s extensive election coverage for details about
state issues and queer candidates and get your sample ballot at mvic.sos.
state.mi.us/PublicBallot/Index.
Encourage your social media followers to check their voting registration
at sos.state.mi.us and to make a plan to vote. Offer to drive people to the
polls if you can.
Donate to a candidate running for local office (every dollar counts).

Election day is Nov. 8; early voting is happening now.

Get Your Halloween
on (...on Wheels)
This one’s a little
further out, but we
wouldn’t want you to
miss it because, well,
who doesn’t love a
Halloween skate? Do
the spookiest of all
holidays on wheels
this year at the
Queertastic Halloween
Skate Party Oct. 28 at
Royal Skateland in Detroit.
If there was ever an occasion
for a costume involving a cape, this
has to be it. Imagine how resplendent
you’ll be, rolling around the rink, billowing
cape behind you. It’s the stuff of Instagram
dreams. Proceeds will help to support
an LGBTQ-affiliated family during the
holiday season.
More information and advance tickets available at eventbrite.com.

Please check event pages for the most up-to-date scheduling information.

www.PrideSource.com
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Is the LGBTQ+ Community Really Welcome in Pure Michigan?
Michiganders Question the Campaign, Travel Michigan Exec Open to Expanding Outreach
BY JOHN BESCHE
“Welcome to Pure Michigan” reads
the sign greeting drivers entering the
Wolverine State.
The license plate in front of them
might read “GOBLUE” with a little
“Pure Michigan” on the upper
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margin. Checking into a hotel,
tourists might flip on the TV to
hear Tim Allen’s voice luring them
to Pictured Rocks, “the purest of
Pure Michigan. Your trip begins at
michigan.org.”
Assailed from all sides by the
notion of Michigan’s purity, said

tourists might look it up. They’d find
a high production value roundup of
some of the state’s gems. From fine
dining in Detroit to the Calder Dairy
in Carleton, Pure Michigan’s lineup
spotlights marquee destinations
alongside the mom and pop — pure
but not Puritan, it also features beer

gardens and distilleries.
Pure Michigan has won national
awards for its work — the ubiquity
of the slogan alone speaks volumes
about its reach and impact — and
it offers an undeniably impressive
director y of the state’s small
businesses, including queer ones.

That said, there is only one page on
the Pure Michigan site devoted to
LGBTQ+ travel, and some business
owners are saying that’s not enough.
Vice President of Travel Michigan
Dave Lorenz, who oversees Pure
Michigan and is responsible for
leading the state’s tourism initiatives,

www.PrideSource.com

“Here I was a straight married
guy, right? So I have these
perceptions going in. And then
Lorenz has a lot of love for the
when you go there, you see how
welcome you are, as well,” he said,
Mitten, and he’s proud to helm the
recalling his visit.
state’s efforts to market itself as
Lorenz hopes that the same
experience is possible for others,
welcoming to all travelers. He said
and he encourages it in his annual
that he would like to get to the
address to the travel agency at
the Pure Michigan Governor’s
point where the state is able to
Conference on Tourism. The
message of his speech, he says,
publish more materials marketed
focuses on Michigan “as [being]
toward LGBTQ+ travelers, and in the
welcoming as possible in the
most welcoming state in the
meantime, Travel Michigan has been
country.” It’s also a call to action,
as “we need to do more than just
bringing in queer travel writers and
what’s necessary legally, morally
influencers.
or whatever … Often the travel
industry is the conscience of the
community as well. We’re the ones
says that the breadth and depth of the campaign’s
saying
that
‘Hey,
for our industry to survive and
coverage comes down to budget and time.
“We have a spring/summer guide and a for our community to prosper, we need to be
fall/winter guide, and that’s basically covering thoughtful about these things.’”
Petals Sandcastle, founder and CEO of Ann
everything,” Lorenz said. “So we generally have
Arbor’s
NOW Studios, disagrees. Sandcastle
some kind of either a feature or a mention of
something to do with LGBTQ+ and then same said that they don’t believe Pure Michigan’s
thing for things like travelers with disabilities scant LGBTQ+ content is a budget issue.
“It’s pretty implausible,” Sandcastle said.
and pet travel, child travel, senior travel. Our
“Michigan
is consistently listed as one of
goal is to try to be welcoming to everybody, to
provide some specificity for unique interests the worst states to live in as a queer person,”
or individual interests, while at the same time Sandcastle said. “There’s tolerance, and then
providing information that would be beneficial there’s celebration. This state is, at best, tolerant.”
“We’re a 501(c)(3) [nonprofit] that caters to
for everyone.”
In many respects, Lorenz is Mr. Michigan. marginalized communities,” Sandcastle said.
His résumé boasts nine years at Meijer. He
recently vacationed on Beaver Island, which he
and dads everywhere will tell you is the only
place in the U.S. to have been the residence of a
monarch (Mormon leader James Jesse Strang).
He even indirectly implies his un-coolness as
a “straight white old guy” with a self-aware
earnestness that forces a smile in response.
Lorenz has a lot of love for the Mitten, and
he’s proud to helm the state’s efforts to market
itself as welcoming to all travelers. He said that
he would like to get to the point where the state
is able to publish more materials marketed
toward LGBTQ+ travelers, and in the meantime,
Travel Michigan has been bringing in queer
travel writers and influencers.
“The thing is, it’s not as though we’re saying,
‘Hey, you are gay and you are welcome,’
in advertising. We’re just literally saying all
are welcome … I admire those who will put
together ads that are specifically targeting
different groups. I think it’s more important
for us to be thoughtful of the thought that we
are all the same in the most important and
essential ways. We’re all human. We all want
to be loved. We all want to love, we all want to
have freedom to travel. We all want to be able
to be who we are and express who we are freely.”
Lorenz said that he’s experienced that
sentiment in practice at queer destinations in
Michigan. He recalls his stay in Saugatuck at
The Dunes Resort, one of the largest LGBTQ+
resorts in the U.S., with particular fondness.

www.PrideSource.com

Dave Lorenz. Photo courtesy of Dave Lorenz

“As a 501(c)(3) and a safe space, for us [the
LGBTQ community], we haven’t received any
resources from any institution or government
entity. Locally as well. The city council knows
what we’re up to, we’ve invited them to events.
The organizations like us in the trenches that
put out fascism and patriarchy’s fires, there’s
never quite enough time for us.”
Karen Hilt of Traverse City thinks the state
hasn’t met the mark. A board member of Up
See Pure Michigan, page 30
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How Optics and Inclusion
Tussle for Space in ‘Bros’

Billy Eichner and Luke Macfarlane in “Bros.” Photo: Universal Pictures

BY GEORGE ELKIND
“Not all gay people are nice,”
says Bobby Leiber, played by Billy
Eichner as the lead character in
“Bros,” the new Judd Apatowproduced feature which Eichner also
co-wrote and executive produced.
As one of Bobby’s many corrective,
prescriptive statements, the point
is meant to give the new romantic
comedy some teeth and currency,
establishing daylight between “Bros”
and more idealized (if often charged
and tragic) depictions of queerness
— and of white, cisgender gay men
in particular.
In “Bros,” Bobby acts as the
privileged public face of the LGBTQ+
community, a role that comes with
a tangled set of responsibilities and

8
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anxieties. The film doesn’t try to
hide that fact. Instead, it provides a
space to examine the role of the cis
white gay men it makes its subject,
begging the question: What should
cis white gay men do to not be part
of the problem?
Whatever the answer, Bobby at
first appears to be doing something
right. Winning a (plainly comical)
“Best Cis Male Gay Man” award and
spearheading a fictional, first-of-itskind National LGBTQ+ Museum
in New York, he devotes his time
to dredging up and presenting
potentially lost but functionally
obvious pieces of queer history, often
with an archly righteous tone. (He
lets us know who Marsha P. Johnson
was, for instance). Working with a
pointedly diverse, often bickering

leadership committee at the museum
and running a podcast highlighting
often-ignored queer groups, the film
positions him as a kind of intracommunity ally. He’s doing his best
by his peers but remains both lonely
and in denial about that fact; despite
his work, he’s unfulfilled.
Amid the film’s swirl of existential
questions surrounding the societal
role of cisgender white gay men,
Bobby’s relationship status provides
“Bros” with its other main concern,
and a chance to dig into the personal
and political contradictions of
this experience. An anal-retentive
intellectual at once fearful of intimacy
and yearning for connection, the
film opens with Bobby reacting
to a a succession of anonymous,
app-based flings. B ored with

conversations rarely advancing past
“what’s up” and transactional sex,
Bobby finds himself caught in a cycle
of emotionally repressed fumblings
toward connection; in this depiction
of mutually stunted inarticulacy,
“Bros” makes this masculine
tendency — call it classically male
bullshit — another subject, dealing
with the prevailing pressures queer
men experience so acutely around
gender performance.
Before long, Bobby meets an exhockey-playing hunk named Aaron
(played with a welcome surplus
of wit by Luke Macfarlane); with
his swaggering, seemingly at-ease
masculinity, he is a foil to Bobby’s
own frail and anxious build and
manner. For Bobby, attraction to
Aaron constitutes a kind of political

self-betrayal, a fraught fraternization
with a culture of superficial and
assimilationist queerness he resents
while taking part in — and which
runs counter to his progressive image
of himself.
For the film’s publicly accepted
cis, white gay men — who can
move in New York society with
relative freedom compared to those
who suffered before them — the
meaning of their identity becomes
jumbled and unclear. Left with
little to worry about materially
from day to day, they become
preoccupied even in romance with
their own and others’ perceptions
of themselves. They may be gay,

See Bros, page 18
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Advice to Be Well
Your Best Choice in Health Care
For All the Right Reasons
Most Experienced and Knowledgeable
Established in 1980 as the first Primary Care Medical Clinic in
the Detroit area specializing in our LGBTQ community.
Board Certified in Family Practice & Designated PatientCentered Medical Home by Blue Cross Blue Shield as a
Center of Excellence.
Recipient of the Peter M. Fox Excellence in HIV Credentialing Award from the American Academy of HIV Medicine.
Dr. Benson was one of the first physicians credentialed and
has maintained the AAHIV-S specialist designation.
Certified Clinical Research Professional by the Society
of Clinical Research Associates. A Principle Investigator in
Clinical Trials since 1989 providing early access to life-saving
HIV Medications.

Extensive Network of Sensitive
Specialists for referrals.
There is a difference. We’re a
patient-friendly private practice
small enough to individualize your
care and large enough to manage
all your Primary Care needs.
• HIV Prevention (PrEP), Post
Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP), STI testing & treatment.
• Hormone Affirming Therapy for HIV positive and
negative transgender individuals.
• Plus: Ryan White Provider; Medcart Pharmacy on site;
Tele-Medical Visits; Covid 19 testing and treatments;
most Insurances accepted; same-day appointments.

From Dr. Mark Bornstein and Dr. Paul Benson

I am a person living with HIV on a complicated
multiple pill regimen. I’m tired of taking so many
pills. I know other people with HIV taking one
pill a day. Am I able to just take one pill? – JP
Dear JP,
Hi JP! This is a fantastic question. There have
been significant advancements in HIV treatment,
and I want to assure you that you have options. The
first step is to work together with your provider to
find out why you are on a complicated regimen.
Sometimes, someone is placed on these multipill regimens when there is some level of HIV
resistance. This means that the strain of virus carries
mutations that make some medications unable to
attack the virus. Nonetheless, for the most common
mutations causing HIV resistance, we typically are
still able to use a single tablet regimen.
Occasionally, if someone does have a high level
of resistance, a more unique and personalized
regimen will have to be used in order to decrease the
amount of virus in the body to undetected levels.
Unfortunately, in some of these cases a single tablet
regimen will not suffice and a multidrug regimen
will have to be used.
The good news is that even if you fall into
this category, there are still options! At Be Well
Medical Center, we conduct clinical trials where
we get to enroll patients into studies with new
medications that are currently being examined.
These are typically medications that are the
newest available and most recently studied.
We currently have studies that are looking into
simplifying complicated HIV regimens with a

including but not limited to HIV.
new single tablet medication that has not been you are most likely going to have a reaction to the
Dr. Paul Benson’s
released yet. By enrolling in the studies, you get vaccine. This reaction may include a localized • Tetanus — every ten years.
to take these medications at no cost and also are injection site reaction or symptoms of fatigue, • Shingles — after the age of 50.
doing the service of helping the HIV community muscle aches and fevers for a couple of days. We • Hepatitis A and B — at any age. You can get a
blood test to see if you need the Hepatitis A or
have
seen more
from this new bivalent
by further advancing our understanding
of these
Kindness & Patient
Care: Our
Top Priorities
sincereactions
1980
Medical
Dr. Benson is a Michigan State University Associate Professor training our next
New Locations Meet Community
B vaccinations.
vaccine.
don’t
the
itself,
but Center
new medications.
generation of physicians. He leads our team
of professionalIand
talentedthink
Providers:it’s from
Needs: Be
Well isvaccine
proud to partner
with
Wellness Services of Flint and CHAG:
Although it is safe, I personally do not
vaccinations
I welcome you to contact us at the Be Well from immunity from previous
Living Well Covid
Medical Clinic
of Flint
1964 Eleven Mile Rd
810-257-3131 • www.wellnessaids.org
311 E. Court Street,
Flint, MI 48502
recommend
getting more than one vaccine on
or the disease itself producing
natural
immunity. Berkley,
Medical Center to continue this discussion.
MI 40872
Community Health Awareness Group
(248) 544-9300
(CHAG)
| Living Well Clinic of Detroit
any one particular day unless there is a compelling
These reactions are not life
threatening.
doctorbewell.com
313-963-3434 • www.chagdetroit.org
1300 W. Fort
Detroit, MI 48226and in
reason to do so. The reason I don’t like giving
The monkeypox vaccine
isStreet,
available,
There is so much information about the number
of time-sensitive vaccinations available right now much better supply. It is for those at high risk. more than one vaccine at a time is that the risk
that I have become totally confused and skeptical. This includes men having sex with men and having of having a reaction increases. Again, this is a
Can you provide me with some guidance about multiple partners or a monogamous person with personal decision that can be made together with
a partner that has multiple partners. If you are a your healthcare provider.
what I should do? – DE
Vaccination is a great thing that has reduced
gay man without these risk factors, it is probably
Dear DE,
You are right. Your question could not have not necessary at this time. If you had close contact infections and mortality from a number of
come at a better time. It’s flu season right now. with someone that has monkeypox, that is also an infections. Polio and smallpox are examples of
It is the perfect time to get vaccinated for the flu. indication to get vaccinated ASAP to possibly avoid that. Some individuals believe we are being over
Each year the vaccine changes a bit to match the getting monkeypox yourself. This post-exposure vaccinated. Vaccinations are generally safe, however
predicted strain of flu for each year’s flu season. vaccination can reduce symptoms or even prevent in rare cases they can cause problems greater than
Flu vaccination is recommended for everyone. infection. This vaccination is given in two doses a short-term reaction. Vaccines will probably have
For those with health problems or the elderly, one month apart. As the vaccine supply increases, its place in HIV eradication as well.
I hope this helps!
prevention of the flu with a vaccination can save which it will, the recommendations of who should
get vaccinated for monkeypox will expand. The Since 1980 Dr. Paul Benson’s Be Well Medical Center
your life.
Last month a new Covid vaccine became great news is that the number of monkeypox cases has been an inclusive medical center celebrating
available that has activity against the old and new is decreasing in Michigan and around the country. diversity. Do you have a health related question for
strains of Covid. Even if you have had Covid If you have already had monkeypox, you should Dr. Paul Benson and Dr. Mark Bornstein? Submit
your questions to bewelladvice@pridesource.com.
or have been fully vaccinated with two initial not get the vaccination.
Consider these time-sensitive vaccinations, too: This article is a sponsored editorial produced in
vaccinations and two boosters, this new vaccine
should still be considered. Caution is advised if • HPV — for preventing genital warts, especially collaboration with Be Well Medical Center. Between
The Lines’s journalism is made possible with the
the strains that can progress to cancer.
you had Covid or had a Covid vaccination less
than two months before receiving this new bivalent • Pneumonia — for everyone over the age of 65, support and partnership of advertisers like Be Well.
or at any age if the person has a chronic disease Learn more about Be Well from their ad below.
vaccine. If you get the new vaccine soon after,

Be
Well

Caleb Youngblood, PA-C, AAHIV-S; Mark Rosen, PA-C; Leon Bullough, NP-F; Colin Colter, PA

THIS IS A

PLACE

We are committed to provide quality health care and to serve our patients without regard
to race, ethnicity, gender identity, religion, political preferences, or sexual orientation.

It is our intention not to discriminate, be judgmental, or have bias towards anyone. These are not simply published
words, but are practices we strive and train for to do our best each and every day. We must all be respectful and put our
Our priority is your good health.
New Locations Meet Community
We are here to help you and want each and every one of our patrons to feel
Needs: Be Well is proud to partner with
comfortable in our patient-centered medical home. It is this essence of equality
• HIV Prevention (PrEP), Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP), STI testing/ treatment
•
for HIV positive & negative transgender individuals
• Plus: Ryan White Provider; Medcart Pharmacy on site; Tele-Medical Visits;
Covid 19 testing and treatments; most insurances accepted
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Meshawn Maddock
Should Resign For Her
Homophobic Comments
Against Pete Buttigieg
By Betsy Coffia
Last month, Michigan GOP CoChair Meshawn Maddock targeted
U.S. Secretary of Transportation Pete
Buttigieg with a homophobic tweet,
calling him a “weak little girl” while mocking his move to
Michigan. Despite widespread condemnation of her tweet,
including from Secretary Buttigieg himself, she is doubling
down on her homophobic comments.
I’m a county commissioner and state representative
candidate in Pete Buttigieg’s home House District 103.
I’m proud to have Pete, Chasten and their family return
to Chasten’s hometown in Traverse City.
Maddock, on the other hand, should resign because
attacks on LGTBQ+ people should have no home in
Michigan. But I’m not holding my breath. Maddock’s ugly
homophobia is, despicably, right at home in the Michigan
Republican Party.
In the past year alone, Republican State Senator Lana
Theis baselessly alleged that State Sen. Mallory McMorrow
wanted to “groom and sexualize kindergarteners” because
she stood up for LGBTQ+ youth. Media organizations
uncovered Republican secretary of state candidate Kristina
Karamo’s history of blatant homophobic comments,
including calling LGBTQ+ supporters “the enemy” and
“agents of the devil.” Further, State Senate Republicans
blocked a resolution designating June as Pride Month, even
though the resolution was identical to one that passed a
year earlier. The list of bigotry goes on and on.
The escalating homophobic attacks from Republican
leaders have real consequences for our communities. In
August, residents in Jamestown Township, Michigan, voted
to defund their public library because it refused to censor
certain LGBTQ+ authors.
See Pete Buttigieg, next page
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Not Outing Kids to Their Parents Is in
Best Interest of LGBTQ+ Students
By Owen Bondono
Editor’s Note: Recently, Republican governor
candidate Tudor Dixon and Gov. Gretchen
Whitmer weighed in on Michigan Department
of Education (MDE) training that touches
on parental notification as it relates to LGBTQ+ students. MDE
urges caution in these situations. Dixon called on Michigan State
Superintendent Michael Rice to resign, while Whitmer responded with
a letter to MDE urging the agency to make changes that “continue
bringing parents’ perspectives into the work you do.”

W

hen parents send their children to school, they expect
learning spaces where their children are cared for and kept
safe. Children who are physically and emotionally safe are more
likely to learn, thrive and achieve positive educational outcomes.
For transgender and gender nonconforming youth, using names
and pronouns they prefer is part of what makes them feel safe and
seen, which fosters successful school environments.
In a perfect world, every family would be supportive of their
transgender/gender nonconforming children and teachers would
work in partnership with parents to make sure that safety is felt
both at home and school. Unfortunately, we live in a world where,
according to youth.gov, LGBTQ+ young people are significantly
overrepresented in the homeless population, and the number

one cause of this homelessness is family rejection. This is one
reason why the MDE, in its guidance on supporting LGBTQ+
students, recommends caution when a student has not come out
to their families. Schools are encouraged to not only consider the
responsibility to keep parents informed, but to foremost “consider
the health, safety, and well-being of the student.”
Stand with Trans agrees with MDE — when a student is
expressing thoughts of self-harm or suicide, these concerns must
be reported to parents in ways that do not disclose the student’s
gender identity unless the student has given permission. If a student
does not feel safe disclosing that information to their parents,
forcing them to share — or sharing without their consent —may
only serve to increase their stress, possibly causing an increase in
self-harm. It is disheartening to see the misinterpretation of MDE
training materials and the suggestion that teachers do just that.
Stand with Trans’ mission is “to empower and support
transgender youth and their loved ones.” We know from direct
experience that many families are not initially equipped to
support their transgender or gender nonconforming children,
and that many children come out to peers, teachers and school
counselors before coming out to their parents. Stand with Trans
provides programs and services to support transgender youth, their
parents and families, and their allies. Our organization provides
youth with spaces where they belong and helps to extend that
belonging into the most important places in their lives. We agree
with MDE regarding the importance of keeping transgender and
See Stand With Trans, next page
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CREEP OF THE WEEK


Pete Buttigieg

Continued from previous page

These attacks also send a clear and
dangerous message to our youth. In
Traverse City Area Public Schools,
for example, students started a
discriminatory social media group
that included anti-LGBTQ+ messages.
When LGBTQ+ youth are more than
four times as likely to attempt suicide
than their peers in the United States,
hateful rhetoric — particularly from
our political leaders — jeopardizes
the safety of LGBTQ+ people and
their right to live without fear or
discrimination.
Instead of hurling insults and
further marginalizing the LGBTQ+
community, let’s focus on the real
issues facing Michigan families and
build communities where everyone
can thrive. Communities where
LGBTQ+ rights are protected, women
have the right to reproductive freedom
without government interference,
and children and teachers are safe
at school.



Stand With Trans

Continued from previous page

gender nonconforming students safe
in schools.
In the words of our support
specialist, Vic, a transgender college
student: “If I was in a space where
my trans identity was exposed to my
parents/caregivers without my consent,
I would be petrified and heartbroken.
I would have lost trust in staff who
crossed my boundaries and put me in
more danger by exposing information
unnecessarily. Coming out is such a
complex personal journey, and it is
unfair to share such private information
against someone’s wishes. So many
trans youth are in unaccepting or unsafe
living situations, where coming out
could cost them their protection and
housing. I would not want school staff
to share my transgender identity with
anyone I hadn’t given permission to
know.”
S’Niyah, another young transgender
staff member at Stand with Trans,
says: “If I was at school and was out
as trans, I wouldn’t want the school
outing me to my parents without my
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We must also create communities
where all Michiganders have quality
health care and affordable housing
and child care, no matter their zip
code, race or gender. As someone
who grew up in a working class family
that struggled to access these basic
necessities, I know that these reforms
are desperately needed.
For too long, political leaders like
Meshawn Maddock have tried to
divide us to prevent us from expecting
more of our leaders. We won’t stand
for it any longer.
Michiganders want leaders who
respect everyone and celebrate the
diversity that makes us stronger, not
leaders who perpetuate bigotry that
endangers people’s lives. We must
demand better and settle for nothing
less than leaders who work for all
Michiganders.
Betsy Coffia is a Grand Traverse
County commissioner and Democratic
state representative candidate in the
103rd district.

consent. Other trans youth and I have
our own path for telling our families
about our transitions based on our life
situations, which the school isn’t aware
of. If a trans kid is outed to their parents
when they’re not ready, that will cause
unbelievable levels of stress and anxiety
for them because they either aren’t sure
about how their parents will react or
know they’ll react negatively.”
For educators and those working in
schools, please talk with your students
before taking action. Take the time to
understand the home situation and if
sharing with the parent is safe for the
child. When children are in school,
they count on physical and emotional
safety; they count on trusted adults to
be their advocates. Parents and school
staff should be a team in supporting
all children, and Stand with Trans
commends the Michigan Department
of Education for allowing schools the
freedom to best support transgender
and gender nonconforming students.
Owen Bondono is a Stand with Trans
board member. This Op-Ed is co-signed
by Executive Director Roz Keith, Stand
with Trans Board of Directors and Stand
with Trans Staff.

Don’t Mess With Texas Because Texas Is Busy
Messing With You
release responding to Kacsmaryk’s
nomination, said he was “among the
most anti-LGBTQ judicial nominees
put forward by the Trump-Pence
administration.”
“He has a long history of virulently anti-LGBTQ
opinions and positions — including his deeply
disturbing opposition to same-sex marriage,
his vocal hostility towards legal protections
for gender identity and sexual orientation,
and his shocking refusal to recognize the basic
humanity of transgender people,” said HRC Legal
Director Sarah Warbelow after the confirmation.
“Kacsmaryk fails the basic expectation of
impartiality and commitment to equality under
the law that we demand of every member of the
bench.”
Also according to HRC, “Kacsmaryk has
implied that transgender people are ‘delusional,’
opposed the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission’s position that sexual orientation and
gender identity are covered under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, publicly slammed nondiscrimination protections for LGBTQ people
throughout his career, and in opposing aspects
of LGBTQ equality like same-sex marriage,
has derisively dismissed equality as unwanted
symptoms of a ‘sexual revolution.’”
This guy was so bad that even Susan Collins
was like, “Uh, no.” EVEN SUSAN COLLINS.
Bears repeating that this guy was appointed
by Trump. FOR LIFE. Hashtag Elections Matter
God Damn It.
Needless to say, Paxton is super happy that his
partner-in-hate Kacsmaryk ruled in his favor.
A press release from the Texas AG office reads,
“Attorney General Paxton has secured another
major victory over the Biden Administration”
because Paxton considers being able to
discriminate against LGBTQ+ people a “major
victory.”
“The court decision is not only a win for the
rule of law, but for the safety and protection of
Texas children,” Paxton says in the release. “The
Biden administration’s attempts to radicalize
federal law to track its woke political beliefs are
beyond dangerous. I will continue to push back
against these unlawful attempts to use federal
agencies to normalize extremist positions that
put millions of Texans at risk.”
Paxton will continue to push back against
normalizing extremist positions like “transgender
people are human beings with feelings.”
And what, exactly, are “millions of Texans” at
risk for? It’s unconscionable to paint transgender
people as some kind of threat. The real extremist
threat in Texas is Paxon. He must go.
Rochelle Garza, running against Paxton, is an
advocate for LGBTQ+ rights. Check her out at
rochellegarzafortexas.com and donate if you can.

By D’Anne Witkowski
In the United States,
everybody knows that you
don’t mess with Texas. That’s
because you don’t have to.
Texas will undoubtedly mess with you.
Honestly, you could just be someone who
needs, say, electricity on a regular and reliable
basis and Texas is most definitely messing with
you. Their dusty ass power grid is featured in the
opening scene of 1985’s “Back to the Future.” And
it hasn’t been updated since.
But the “messing” part is especially true if
you’re a part of a marginalized group. Transgender
people and their families have been the target
of oppression for a long time. Texas Attorney
General Ken Paxton has been obsessed with
transgender people for years, specifically obsessed
with limiting trans rights.
You’ll remember Paxton from hits like “parents
of trans kids are guilty of child abuse” and “the
Supreme Court’s ruling in favor of marriage
equality lawless so Texas clerks should just keep
on discriminating” and “I’m coming for Target
because they let trans people use their toilets.”
And the hits just keep on coming!
Way back in 2020, the U.S. Supreme Court
heard a case called Bostock v. Clayton County
involving people who were fired for being
LGBTQ+. The Court found that Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 protects LGBTQ+
employees against discrimination.
And so that was that and no one was ever
discriminated against for being LGBTQ+ ever
again. The end.
Haha. If only.
Paxton filed a suit saying because, as I
mentioned, he is obsessed with discriminating
against LGBTQ+ people. And a federal judge just
ruled in Paxton’s favor, saying that the Bostock v.
Clayton County ruling goes too far.
U.S. District Judge Matthew Kacsmaryk, a judge
that Donald Trump appointed and whose last
name I would wager that Trump could absolutely
not pronounce, issued the ruling.
According to the Advocate, Kacsmaryk wrote
that employers “do not have to allow workers to
use the restrooms corresponding to their gender
identity or dress according to that identity, nor do
they have to use employee’s preferred pronouns.”
Literally the least an employer can do for their
employees is let them pee in peace and bother to
learn their names or pronouns. But OK.
It should be noted that when Kacsmaryk was
confirmed to a lifetime appointment in 2019 his
anti-LGBTQ+ positions were well known.
The Human Rights Campaign (HRC), in a press
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It’s Time for a Queer
Host on ‘The Daily Show’
5 Comedians Qualified to Take Trevor Noah’s Seat
BY SARAH BRICKER HUNT

Kate McKinnon

Trevor Noah, longtime host of
“The Daily Show with Trevor Noah,”
says he will leave the show after seven
years, opening up an opportunity for
a fresh voice to fill that influential
role.
In a tumultuous political climate
where LGBTQ+ issues are the hot
potato that terrible politicians love
to bat back and forth, who better to
provide pithy commentary than a
queer comedian? We nominate these
five rising stars and veteran funny
people.

Lesbian heroine McKinnon is a nobrainer to replace Noah. The veteran
“SNL” actor left the show this year
after a decade playing a laundry list
of audience favorites, but her tenure
there might be most linked to her
earnest, deeply funny impersonation
of Ruth Bader Ginsburg. We’d love
to see her drop some Ginsburns on
some well-deserving political figures.
There’s more to McKinnon
than her epic RBG portrayal, too.
Remember when she channeled
what every nonTrump voting
American was
feeling when
Hillary Clinton
lost in 2016?
Jon Stewart
Her postlaid
t he
election cold
groundwork,
open, as Clinton
No a h c ar r ie d
singing Leonard
the torch and
C o h e n ’ s
Patti Harrison,
“Hallelujah” was
the whip-smart,
as cathartic as
take-no-shit
it was powerful
comedian (who
— a reminder
got kicked off
to cherish what
Tw i t t e r f o r
we had and a
hilariously
call to gather
impersonating
s t re n g t h f or
Sia as Nilla
the battles yet
Wafers — yes
to come at an
the cookies)
unprecedented
will bring it
moment in
home for a new
histor y (no
Kate McKinnon. Photo: ABC
generation.
m at t e r w h at
At 31, Harrison is a vocal member Rob S chneider t hin ks). Add
of the young millennial and Gen Z McKinnon’s universal likability and
generation and an out transwoman, she’s a candidate for the job who
which means she understands what’s would be uniquely positioned to
at stake for her generation’s future serve as a bridge between constantly
and can speak powerfully against the warring political factions.
recent alarming national political and
social backslide into the 1950s. She
is also the comedian most likely to
take the audience on Andy Kaufmanesque rides to unexpected places,
Wanda Sykes’ trademark nosomething we can get behind.
nonsense takes on current events
(and takedowns of current idiots)

Patti
Harrison

Wanda Sykes
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would liven up the “Daily Show”
desk. She’s been at this for a while,
too. Take her “Daily Show with
Jon Stewart” appearance way back
in 2001, where she took down
then president George W. Bush,
remarking, “I pray for the man every
day… and I advise everybody else to
do the same. We in trouble, Jon! We
are in trouble. It’s the foreign policy
— the man has only left the country
twice, and that was to Mexico. I have
traveled more than the president.
That’s a problem.”
Twenty years later, Sykes has
remained relevant (and sidesplittingly funny) and has been
an active political rabble rouser.
There’s no doubt a Sykes-led “Daily
Show” would be well-written, pithy,
pointedly sassy and devoid of fluff.
Sykes would just get the job done
while casually annihilating people
who casually support stances like
eliminating queer rights.

Bowen Yang
Another “SNL” standout, Yang has
been coming into his own over the
past year, as evidenced by runaway
Hulu hit “Fire Island.” But it’s his
off-the-cuff takes in interviews that
reveal why he’d make an excellent
“Daily Show” host. When BTL
editorial director Chris Azzopardi
interviewed Yang this summer, he
discussed the “SNL” sketch “Pride
Month Song,” a fresh look at a
queer culture staple. Ever downto-earth, Yang said, “...Pride is kind
of exhausting. And it’s kind of not
what you expect it to be: You think
it’s gonna be this amazing thing
and it actually ends up being really
stressful and logistically a nightmare
and someone has a meltdown at some
point.”
It’s that kind of Midwesternvia-New-York authenticity that
contributes to Yang’s cross-cultural
appeal. It would be compelling to see
Bowen breaking down complicated

Wanda Sykes. Photo: Netflix

news events in a way we can all
understand and identify with. Yang
is a master at keeping it real.

Randy Rainbow
Maybe it’s time for “The Daily
Show” to become a variety show.
Randy Rainbow’s snarky political
musical theater might just be magical
in the way it lures listeners in with
familiar Broadway intros and then
whacks them over the head with
laser-targeted observations about

terrible people. Sometimes, a
spoonful of sugar really does help
the medicine go down. And at a
time when we can all agree that real
world news is almost too much to
comprehend some days, we could
use a little sugar, especially when it’s
spice in disguise.
It would be interesting to see
Rainbow approach the “Daily Show”
anchor desk with a Colbert-esque
approach, where we’re never quite
sure if he’s serious, but we’re definitely
sure he’s killing fascists with every
expertly crafted lyrical delight.
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LGBTQ+ History Month

The Stonewall Inn. Photo: Jason Villemez

Stonewall Firsthand: Sorting
Stubborn Myths from Reality
Dispelling 6 Common Claims About Stonewall
BY MARK SEGAL

F

or years, people have debated what actually happened that night in June 1969 when the Stonewall Inn in Greenwich Village, New York
City was raided and a new, more militant struggle for equality was born. Due to the debates — and insistence of some who claim they
knew all aspects of what had actually happened — an incredible void opened up where people could invent, imagine or distort Stonewall and
our history to their own objectives. The myths of the Stonewall Riots (or the “Stonewall Uprising,” as it’s often called) are endless, but they’re
easily dispelled when you look at the material proof and plain logic.
1. Judy Garland’s death
and funeral did not cause
Stonewall.
The myth of Judy Garland’s death
being the impetus for Stonewall is
the most belittling to those of us who
participated. It’s stereotypical and
self-loathing, and with this article we
add new information which finally
ends this silly tale.
One clue is where the idea
originated: from a conservative,
straight columnist at the Village Voice
named Howard Smith, who actually
was a friend of the police captain who
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led the raid.
Simple logic says it’s just not so.
People of my age — late teens and
early 20s at the time — were not
dancing to Judy Garland in the
Stonewall Inn. We were dancing
to Diana Ross, Beatles and Barbra
Streisand. My best memory is
dancing to the Fifth Dimension song
“Let the Sunshine In,” which is from
the musical “Hair.” Judy Garland was
of an older generation. We wanted to
dance our asses off when we were in
Stonewall, and that you didn’t do to
Garland’s music.
But the final nail in the Judy

Garland myth are articles about the
funeral at Campbell’s Funeral home.
If you look at the photos and reports
in The New York Times, as well as
other newspaper reports, you’ll note
that the subjects in the photos, as
well as the majority of quotes, are
from housewives. When you look
more closely for the very few men in
the photos, they’re in suits and ties.
We all know that is not the kind of
person who fought at Stonewall. Men
who wore suits and ties ran from the
police for fear of losing their good
paying jobs (or their families finding
out about them).

It’s time to bury the Judy Garland
myth for good. The myth makes
Stonewall sound like the only riot
in U.S. history making its participants
fight for a silly cause. The truth is
that we were fighting the hate and
oppression of the police that night.
We were not empowered by a dead
singer. Let’s put that coffin into the
ground already.

2. Nobody knows exactly
how many people were at
Stonewall.
I was recently filming a BBC

television show in front of the
Stonewall when a tour group came
by. The guide stated “There were 105
people in the bar that night.” But
nobody can possibly know how many
people were there. Some people paid
for entry and some were regulars that
were let in without the door charge.
Still, that number does give an idea of
the average size of the crowd inside.
As we all know, once people were
let outside, those with any standing
in society ran for the hills as soon as
they could. Those of us who remained
— street kids, drag queens (later to be
called trans), people of color and the
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verging radical gay youth of the day — gathered changes that Gay Liberation brought from it.
around the door in a semi circle.
We were self-identifying ourselves for the first
There were hundreds of passersby and even time in history. We were out, loud and proud
more who craned their necks from a distance. rather than in the closet.
That night went on for hours, so anyone who
We took back our streets from the police.
was within a few blocks could say they were at We organized legal and medical alerts. We
Stonewall that night. But actually participating had social and political meetings. All of that
is another matter. Anyone who says they threatened the police, since much of it was
know how many people were there must not illegal for “homosexuals,” and we did it in plain
have actually been there, since it occurred in sight and even advertised it. We dared the police
various areas of Christopher Street and around to stop us.
Christopher Street. You don’t take a roll call in
One last thing: We were diversified and
the middle of a riot.
inclusive. It took 365 days to create that change.
Those people who tossed stones or cans of
soda, or those wrote on the streets and walls 4. There was no brick.
“Tomorrow Night Stonewall” as I did, all went
on to be a part of Gay Liberation Front (GLF),
It is often stated that my fellow GLF member,
which arose from the ashes of Stonewall. Sylvia Rivera, threw the first brick. Although it’s
Some GLF members
were there during the
first night. Other GLF
members stood and
spoke from the doors
of the closed Stonewall
the second night. More
GLF members began
leafleting the following
nights.
So who can we say
was there? Well, anyone
who had family in the
area or a decent job ran
for the subway or a cab
as soon as they were
let out of the bar. Who
was left? Drag queens,
stereotypical men and
women, street kids like
me who were homeless
or living at the YMCA,
and young activists
like Marty Robinson.
Since the riot created
the the urgency for
change, Gay Liberation
Front picked up that Gay Liberation Front members Jerry Hoose (left), Mark Segal (right), and Sylvia
mantle and ran with Rivera (background, holding a bag) at a GLF demonstration against New York
it. Stonewall and GLF University. Photo: Diana Davies collection, New York Public Library
are synonymous. When
flashy and bombastic, that myth actually does
asked who was there at Stonewall, my answer is: not give her her rightful place in history. Both
Who was there the following night and the night Sylvia and her GLF sister Marsha P. Johnson
after that? Who carried out that change through have spoken about where they were during
that first turbulent year? We have pictures and Stonewall, and people today have either ignored
written accounts. This is no myth. There are their words or distorted them.
facts in plain sight.
What cannot be disputed is that Sylvia and
Marsha did something much more important
3. Stonewall lasted several days, and than throwing an imaginary brick. They created
the world’s first trans organization, Street
then an entire year.
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR).
There have been numerous suggestions about STAR gave visibility and Pride to the trans
how long Stonewall lasted. At one museum I community for the first time in history. STAR
was speaking at — during the opening of their was not one night but an entire movement.
Stonewall Rising exhibit — they had a sign Sylvia is more of a historical figure for cowhich stated one number. Then, someone else creating that first trans organization than for
wrote about the exhibit and put another number. being just one of a crowd at Stonewall. That
When I’m asked that question, I say confidently cannot be disputed.
If you’re still hung up on the brick idea, The
that Stonewall went on for 365 days, from the
first night until the first Pride one year later.
That spirit in June 1969 carried on with the
See Stonewall Myths, page 18
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Kyiv City Ballet
Visits Detroit

Beauty and
Hope in a Time of 			
				Turmoil
Queer

A dancer in the Kyiv City Ballet. Photo courtesy of Music Hall
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BY ELLEN SHANNA KNOPPOW
More than seven months ago, on Feb. 23,
the Kyiv City Ballet left their country for a
long-planned European tour. The following
day, Russia invaded Ukraine. Unable
to return home, the company has been
sheltering in France and Great Britain since
their departure. A tour of the United States
was added later, the first in the company’s
10-year history.
On Sept. 27 the Detroit Opera and
Music Hall Center for the Performing Arts
partnered to present the company on Music
Hall’s Main Stage. The stated purpose of the
program, titled “Tribute to Peace,” is to offer a
voice of resistance and a voice of hope. They
remain defiant in the face of Putin’s attempts
to extinguish Ukrainian culture.
As a newcomer to the world of ballet
performance, I went in unsure of what
to expect, but Julie Gervais, development
director of Music Hall, offered some
direction. A former dancer herself,
Gervais stressed that there are no “wrong”
interpretations of dance.
The first piece, “Thoughts,” centered on a
male dancer accompanied by several other
members of the company clad in beige,
shapeless costumes. One female dancer in
white appears elusive to him. Punctuated
at times by indecipherable whispering, it
conjured feelings of loneliness amidst a mass
of others.
“It felt very reflective to me,” Gervais said
of the modern piece. “And really interesting
to see. We see a lot of contemporary
choreography at the Music Hall because
we specialize in that. But we don’t often
see it done by companies from eastern
Europe. And so to see an eastern European
company have the opportunity to take on
contemporary material, it had a different
resonance. I felt it wasn’t heavy, but it wasn’t
exactly light either.”
The second piece, “Tribute to Peace,” felt
nostalgic. Set to music by Edward Elgar and
with a changing impressionistic backdrop
along with one park bench on stage, pairs
of dancers whose costumes brought to
mind previous eras were featured in distinct
vignettes. They interacted unencumbered by
the horrors of war and all find love in the end.
This work was choreographed by Kyiv City
Ballet artistic director Ivan Kozlov and his
wife, associate director Ekaterina Kozlova,
specifically for the United States tour.
Jenny Feterovich was moved by the
performance as well. Feterovich is a founder
of Real Help for Ukraine, a Michigan-based
nonprofit that provides direct aid to various
humanitarian projects as the war rages. All
proceeds from the Detroit concert benefit
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the charity.
“It’s definitely very emotional,” said
Feterovich, in response to the performance.
Feterovich is Russian American and her wife
is from Kyiv. “I’m glad to see that they’re out
touring and performing around the world and
bringing a piece of their culture. But at the
same time, of course, it’s painful to watch this.
Because somewhere their friends, their relatives
and their families are still in the midst of a very,
very large war.”
As if to illustrate this harrowing reality, one of
the ballet company’s former principal dancers
was killed on the battlefield just weeks ago.
Oleksandr Shapoval was 47.
“We still have family there, friends there, our
employees are there,” Feterovich continued. “So
we’ve been extremely involved with on-theground [efforts] inside the country, supporting
people in every single way we can in the
grassroots type of way. And specifically, we’re
definitely supporting LGBTQ community.”
“When you look at what these dancers are
going through,” Gervais said, “and they’re
dancing these little tableaux, I would call
them, little bits of stories, [it’s] looking at how
beautiful life is in peace time: the freedom that
you have to go to the park, to take a walk, to
greet somebody, to bring them a gift — just all
these beautiful daily things that we have the
freedom to do that they don’t have the freedom
to do. And so I found that one really poignant.”
Especially poignant in one tableau was

the interaction of two playful, potentially
flirtatious men. Wearing contrasting but
complementary pants, shirts and vests, the
characters’ relationship felt like a budding
romance. Consider that the piece ends with
one of the young dancers lifting the other onto
their hip in what looks like a celebration of love.
Gervais noticed the couple, too.
“Whether it’s what the choreographer meant
to communicate, I guess you’d have to ask that
person,” Gervais conceded. “I don’t feel like I
can speak for him, but I saw it too. And I was
happy to see it because LGBTQ rights in eastern
European countries have, probably, not come
along as quickly as anybody would like. And
so to express same-sex love in a ballet, it shows
that they’re feeling like they can speak freely
through their art.”
Feterovich was wowed as well.
“I was blown away by that,” Feterovich said
about the perceived gay couple. “I was like,
wow, they’re on stage, they’re doing this and
this is what it represents.”
Lenny Emson, executive director of
KyivPride, warned that the ballet company
is a state-sponsored organization and that, in
his homophobic and transphobic country, any
queer dancers would likely be closeted.
Ukraine does not have marriage equality,
nor can same-sex couples adopt. Conversion
See Kyiv Ballet, page 24

The Kyiv City Ballet. Photo courtesy of Music Hall
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Stonewall Myths

6. The most accurate history of Stonewall
is a collective one.

Continued from page 15

New York Times did a video dispelling it in 2019.

5. Who created the first Gay Pride?
Here is an answer that is well-documented and known
by each of us who lived this history: The two people
who actually came up with the idea of Pride were Craig
Rodwell and Ellen Broidy. They were having dinner in
Craig’s apartment with their partners at the time, and
they began putting down a resolution that would be
read at the Eastern Regional Conference of Homophile
Organizations meeting in Philadelphia. That resolution
created the Christopher Street Gay Liberation committee,
which went on to organize that first Pride one year after
Stonewall.
It is often reported that the “mother” of Gay Pride
is Brenda Howard. That is absolutely false. There
are numerous members of Gay Liberation Front or
Christopher Street Gay Liberation committee who are
alive today. We know who created Pride because we
were there when it took shape.
If anyone is going to be deemed “mother of Pride,” it’s
Ellen Broidy. Brenda Howard was a member of GLF, but
she was not in any way associated with the formation
of that first Pride other than to march in it. She may
have someone editing Wikipedia on her behalf, but that
doesn’t make that falsehood any less false.

There are many views of Stonewall, but the majority
of its participants went on to form GLF. We are the spirit
of Stonewall. Each GLF member who was there relies on
their personal memories, and those memories collectively
weave a fuller picture. Numerous books on the subject
have been written. There are two books that stand out:
The first book written on the subject was Donn Teal’s
“The Gay Militants” in 1971, the other is David Carter’s
“Stonewall: The Riots that Sparked the Gay Revolution”
published in 2010. While Carter’s version has some flaws,
it comes closer to any version, before or after. He wrote
at a time when our community was beginning to realize
the importance of Stonewall historically and at a time
that many different viewpoints took hold. He literally
had to duck to keep out of the way of warring parties
on the subject, which can be read about in other books.
Carter continued to research the issue and had a
passion for finding the missing points and bringing facts
forward until his death in 2020. Others (who were not
at Stonewall, mind you) unfortunately write with their
bias at the forefront. Many of us who were there continue
to pass on lost information or leads. We feel that our
personal battle that night has been used to reinforce
people’s own misconceptions and political objectives.
It wasn’t that single night that changed and built our
community. It was from the ashes of that night that Gay
Liberation Front created self-identity, community and
Pride. Change doesn’t happen overnight. In this case,
the seeds of equality took 365 days to take root. It was
that first magical year of gay liberation.
Mark Segal is an award-winning journalist, author
and Stonewall pioneer. More information on his 50plus years of continuous activism can be found at
marksegalstonewall.com.

Photo: Universal Pictures



Bros

Continued from page 8

but they’re men, too, and prone to
the kinds of emotional repression
that entails. Struggling with even
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the faintest forms of emotional
intimacy, internalized expectations
around performance of masculinity
constrict their expressions at frequent
turns throughout the film — often
enough that it quickly becomes a
recurring gag.

While the gendered pressures
shaping the characters’ more
“bro-y” behavior are obvious,
Bobby’s vocal, almost maniacally
insistent progressivism is often
presented critically in a way that
proves refreshing. At its best, “Bros”
dramatizes this as its own kind of
insecure performance, suggesting
that Bobby’s (mostly verbal and
work-based) activist tendencies
aren’t wholly altruistic, wrapped up
in unease regarding his position in
the community and in the world.
As a queer character flush with
historically rare forms of relative
privilege, he enacts solidarity with
an urgency that’s not just driven
by consideration, his attention to
historical struggles scanning as a
focus on difficulties that aren’t quite
his. In grasping at his own place
within the LGBTQ+ community and
seizing upon histories of hardship,
there are moments where other, more
marginalized characters in his orbit
seemingly appear mainly to prop up
his conception of himself.

Front page of The Village Voice, July 3, 1969.

But that unease seems to belong
to more than just the character,
bleeding into Eichner and co-writer
and director Nicholas Stoller’s script
more broadly. The film spends a
good deal of time chiding its gay
white characters, leaving less time
to flesh out its more diverse (and
often thinly sketched) BIPOC cast.
With press releases touting the
film’s use of authentic LGBTQ+
casting, the fact that even straight
characters onscreen were mandated
to be played by queer actors makes
the move scan less as meaningful
activism than as a flourish of PR.
(Particularly distracting is the casting
of Jai Rodriguez, from the original
“Queer Eye,” as Aaron’s brother, who
bears no racial resemblance to Aaron
or his onscreen parents, in an act that
comes off as eerie for its trivializing
of such difference; a simple line
about adoption could have made this
click). What this and other clumsily
inclusive gestures seems to express
is an anxiety on the part of the film’s
backers about centering a movie

today on a pair of cis, white, gay men.
It’s the same tension that’s played
out throughout the film, which sees
its two key threads — the thematic
question of where gay white men fit
into society now and, then, the matter
of the starring couple’s romantic
prospects in that context — jockeying
for space onscreen. In this regard,
one scene in which Bobby takes a
stage alongside his variously queer
colleagues to promote the museum’s
attention to LGBTQ+ histories of
struggle is particularly telling.
While we glimpse a performance
of solidarity that seems appropriate
and right, it lasts just a few minutes
before, in an act of writerly, actorly
and character-based self-absorption
I won’t quite spoil, his peers are
recast as backing figures for his own
story and the film’s romantic plot.
Demonstrating just where exactly
the film’s real heart is, it’s a prime
case study of inclusion for the sake
of optics over anything else.
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Non-Binary Michigan Author
Continues to Break Down
Queer Fiction Barriers
Book Originally Featured ‘MILF Book’ As Subtitle
BY JASON A. MICHAEL
Move over, Mrs. Robinson. There’s a new cougar in town.
And she’s a lesbian.
You can find her in Michigan resident Meryl Wilsner’s new
novel “Mistakes Were Made,” available Tuesday, Oct. 11 from
St. Martin’s Griffin. The book starts off with a bang — literally
— when Erin Bennett, who came to her daughter’s college for
Family Week, unknowingly sleeps with a student and friend of
her daughter’s. The resulting story is a sort of “The Graduate”
for queer, millennial readers.
“Mistakes” is only Wilsner’s second published work, though
they have been writing “since I can remember,” they told BTL. “I
used to write on an old, huge desktop computer that my mom
had. I started before I reached double digits.”
Wilsner wrote everything from poetry to a murder mystery,
especially during lazy summers in a house on Lake Michigan.
The scenery might have been idyllic, but Wilsner, who is
non-binary, grew restless.
“I wanted to flee as
soon as I got the chance,”
they said, noting that the
Wilsner wrote
Grand Haven community
everything from
they grew up in had nearly
30 churches in it, none of
poetry to a
which helped Wilsner feel
murder mystery,
at home. “I only applied
to colleges outside of
especially during
Michigan. I didn’t want
lazy summers in
to be one of those people
a house on Lake
who stayed in their small
hometown all their life.”
Michigan. The
So Wilsner went to Lewis
scenery might
& Clark College in Portland,
have been idyllic,
Oregon. After their four
years were finished and
but Wilsner, who
they had earned a bachelor’s
is non-binary, grew
degree in political science,
restless.
they were surprised to hear
the Great Lakes State calling
them home. Today, Wilsner
lives in Grand Rapids with their wife.
“I realized once I did flee how much I loved it here, and how
much I love a lot of people in it as well,” they said.
When Wilsner is not writing, they work by day as an executive
assistant in a library “primarily because writing doesn’t pay
particularly well. I still have a full-time job. But writing is
definitely my dream.”
While Wilsner might not be rolling in moolah, they are
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making headway as an author. Their first novel, “Something To
Talk About,” was released in 2020. Described by the American
Booksellers Association as “the slowest of slow-burn romances
in the best possible way,” Wilsner wasted no time in raising
the steam level in their latest effort, beginning it with the
aforementioned bang.
Wilsner explained that “Mistakes” was originally meant to
be a one-chapter work of fan fiction.
“It was supposed to be this little one-shot piece … about
these two people sleeping together,” they said. But their friends
encouraged Wilsner to do more with it. While working on the
story, “Mistakes” took on the subtitle of “The MILF Book” to
Wilsner and their team.
See Meryl Wilsner, page 22
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Meryl Wilsner

Continued from page 20

“I tried to come up
with a title that we could
abbreviate to MILF,” they
said. “I tried really hard.
I’m thrilled with ‘Mistakes
Were Made.’ I love the title.
But ‘The MILF Book’ was
always my joke.”
Looking ahead,
Wi l s n e r ’s n e x t t w o
books are already sold
(and were prior to the
release of “Mistakes”).
This is a remarkable
accomplishment for a
writer of queer fiction.
And beyond those two,
Wilsner said they have
endless ideas for future
books. In future works,
Wilsner said they’d like to
diversify their characters
and offer representation
of their own identities
as someone who is nonbinary and a person of
size.
“Right now, there are
so many queer female Meryl Wilsner. Courtesy photo
romances and there’s so
much more of a community, and I’m really and that’s not something that I knew was a
grateful for that,” they said. “I think it’s similarly thing when I was younger. So being exposed
helping when it comes to fat characters and to different identities would have been really
I hope that continues … race, ability, size, helpful. Representation matters, and kids need
to see themselves.”
everything.”
Wilsner said the same is true for grown
“I feel like fat characters are getting their
queer
folk as well. “Even as adults, it’s really
happily-ever-afters way more than they used
meaningful
to read about people like you
to,” they continued. “Olivia Dade is an author
finding
their
happily-ever-afters,” they said.
that writes fat heroines beautifully. Jenny Howe
and ‘The Makeup Test.’ That has fat characters “It’s important and it’s something that gets
as well. So, I think the genre is slowly moving overlooked in the adult sphere.”
So important, in fact, that it has inspired
in the right direction when it comes to sort of
their
own writing.
a lot of different marginalization.”
“I never previously considered ever writing
As both a writer and a library employee,
Wilsner said they are distressed by current a non-binary character until I read another
efforts to ban queer books here in Michigan book someone else had wrote,” they said. “I
and across the country. “I am non-binary didn’t even realize it was possible.”
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Kyiv Ballet

Continued from page 17

therapy remains legal. Gender identity
beyond the binary is not recognized.
Pew Research Center data from 2019
indicates that in Ukraine, 69 percent
of survey respondents said society
should not accept homosexuality,
while 14 percent said it should.
Regarding any kind of positive
expression of LGBTQ+ love in the
ballet, Emson sounded cautious.
“Probably it would be good to
have people from this area come
out and increase the visibility of
the [LGBTQ+] community, but
unfortunately it
never happened,”
Emson told BTL.
“I believe dancers
might be under a
[It’s] looking at how beautiful
huge pressure of
the homophobic
life is in peace time: the
environment.”
freedom that you have to go
T he pro g r am
closed
with “Men of
to the park, to take a walk,
Kyiv,” a celebration
to greet somebody, to bring
of traditional dance
in which two
them a gift — just all these
“teams” of dancers,
one wearing yellow
beautiful daily things that we
t-shirts the color
have the freedom to do that
of the Ukrainian
f l a g , t h e ot h e r
they don’t have the freedom
in blue, tried to
out-perform one
to do.
another with
t h e i r a c rob at i c
displays. The
dancers’ athleticism
impressed the audience, as did their
unabashed pride in their heritage.

Photo courtesy of Music Hall

Common Cents
Puzzle on page 29
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The Non-Binary ‘Sabrina’ Star
Contemplates Their Role On
and Off ‘Chucky’ Set

Lachlan Watson
Just Wants to I
Play

BY CHRIS AZZOPARDI
don’t even ask Lachlan Watson about the Value Village cow
onesie until halfway through our interview. But that’s how
Watson first appears on Zoom, at one point even standing
up to extend their arms out to proudly show off every inch of
bovine glory.
Queer kids find inspiration in this onesie, the 21-year-old actor
tells me, for a very simple reason: It gives them permission to
be whatever they want to be. But then again, everything Watson
has done thus far — from starring as trans kid Theo on Netflix’s
“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina,” to being openly non-binary, to
their new role on “Chucky,” embodying fan-favorite characters
Glen and Glenda — does just that.
In the second season of the (very queer) “Chucky” series on
Syfy, Watson plays the genderfluid kids of Chucky, the red-headed
killer doll who promises to be “your friend till the end” and,
since 1988, has demonstrated that he more or less means that
in the most twisted sense. He co-parents Glen and Glenda with
Tiffany Valentine (Jennifer Tilly), his murderous accomplice.
On a rainy day in New York, Watson spoke about bringing Glen
and Glenda to (real) life, inspiring LGBTQ+ youth and what it’s
like to portray characters that represent a part of who they are.

Before starring in the show, were you a fan of Chucky?
I actually never watched Chucky when I was younger, because
my mom thought that it would really scare me a lot. So that and
“Wizard of Oz” were two movies that we never really watched
because she thought that the Chucky doll would scare me and
that the flying monkeys would scare me. And so I felt woefully
out of the loop when the audition came through. Well, not the
audition, but when my knowledge of Chucky came around, I
kind of panicked because I felt so behind.
But the way that I got introduced to the franchise was
through [openly gay Chucky creator] Don Mancini, because
we did a panel together almost three years ago now. It was
about queer representation in horror, and so I got to just
listen to this guy that I didn't know talk so lovingly about not
only the franchise, but about Glen and Glenda, because that
was what came to mind when he was thinking about queer
representation and horror — these two always fluid and queer
characters.
And so my first introduction to Don and Chucky was by just
basically listening to a proud dad talk about his two weirdo
genderqueer kids, so it was really special. And so then to now
get the audition and the role and be filming and working and
to be part of the family of Chucky, after being introduced to it
that way and being able to play those roles that he was talking
so lovingly about, feels very special.

Did he have you in mind for the role from the start?

Lachlan Watson. Photo courtesy of Syfy
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I think so. He never told me straight up, because obviously a
lot of my friends auditioned for the role, a lot of people that I
know. A lot of non-binary actors went out for this role, and so
it wasn't just me. It wasn't a hard offer. It wasn't, “We just want
you.” I auditioned like everybody else, but I immediately heard
back. It felt like the same day that I auditioned, we heard back,
and they were like, "Well, Don wants to do a callback with you.
Don wants to talk to you." Then it all just fell into place.
But I think he had an inkling on that panel however many
years back. And this he has told me: that on that call, he saw
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Glen and Glenda in me, and what I was
talking about, speaking about being
non-binary and genderfluid and being
an actor, I think he had a lightbulb
moment of, "This could work someday."

I'm wondering about the audition and
about the human embodiment of these
dolls.
The audition was tough because a lot of
it was coded. I got the audition, nothing
on it said Chucky. The roles weren't Glen
and Glenda. It was Rob and Tracy or
something like that, and it was “twins of
a murderer and genderfluid,” and it was
very much hinted. I just knew the two
twins are non-binary, and they're weird,
and they're the child of a murderer.
I just gave them what I felt it should
or could be, because these characters
are completely new. They're essentially
new characters in the franchise because
we're kind of starting fresh, having them
not remembering their past. So I think
it did it justice to treat the characters
like a new thing.

I imagine you must have a lot of flexibility
in a kind of absurdist killer doll murderer
show.
Oh, absolutely. It's not always so much
pressure. It's more just like, you've got a
big, open sandbox to splash around in.
That's something really special about
“Chucky” — the gates have been busted
down, and now we're just telling crazy
stories in a fun way and having fun with
it.

What should people who know nothing
about Glen and Glenda know going into
this second season?
The characters are stumbling backwards
into trying to figure out who they
are through this second season and
through this character arc as well. So
the fun part is you really don't need
to know that much going in, because
they're just as lost as the audience could
be, and they're slowly uncovering these
truths about their past and who they are
and who their parents are.
And so it's kind of convenient and
very purposeful because it's been a
long time since “Seed of Chucky”
[in 2004], which is where Glen and
Glenda originally appeared, and “Seed
of Chucky” also was not received that
well. People really didn't grow into it
as much as I think they could have and
as much as they're growing into it now.
And so I don't think it's a given that
people know this story. I think it's very,
very helpful to have a clean slate and
to allow the audience member to just
jump in head first with us and just kind
of stumble into unraveling this crazy set
of memories. So luckily, I don't have to
do too much explaining, because the
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explaining will be done throughout the
season.

And for maybe some of the same reasons
you didn't watch Chucky growing up, I'm
guessing you didn't see “Bound”?
No, I did not. I desperately need to
now, but I'm concerned that my view
of Jennifer Tilly as my beautiful mother
might affect my viewing experience of
“Bound.” [Laughs.]

It's possible, but you've also acted with
both her and Gina Gershon now, so I feel
like it's required viewing, right?
Yeah. Having Jennifer Tilly be my mom
and Gina Gershon be Auntie Gina [in
“Chucky”], I think it would be a little
alarming to watch them make out
and kill people, but possibly necessary
nonetheless. Maybe I'll try and convince
Jen to let me watch it with her and get
her commentary.

It isn't so far off from
what happens in the
series, without giving
anything away.
Not so far off.

What was that day
on set like with both
of them around?
It was a couple weeks,
actually,
having
everyone around. My
first impression of
Chucky was season
two, episode four,
which is where all of the stars
come out to play, and it was my first
time working with everyone. It was my
first time as Glen and Glenda. It was
everyone's first time figuring out the
twinning and how to shoot both twins
at one time, and it was like being on a
roller coaster for two weeks straight.
It was insane. There were so many
personalities, so many jokes, so many
comments, so much to think about.
But I wouldn't have it any other way,
because it was easy coasting from there.

You only experienced some of the Glen
and Glenda dynamic. Thankfully not all
of it.
Yeah. Not that I know of, at least. I don't
know what my parents do in their spare
time. They could go off killing people,
but something tells me they're not the
type.

You play genderfluid in “Chucky” and you
played a trans character in “Sabrina.”
How does it feel playing characters who
identify in a similar way as you?
Ugh. That's a big question. It's hard to
describe. It feels right. It feels correct

to me that not only I got cast as a
non-binary person to play non-binary
characters, but it also feels very correct
to me that a lot of non-binary actors
that I know went out for the role. And
as far as I know, I don't think they
considered a lot of people who weren't
non-binary themselves, which is in and
of itself pretty revolutionary, so that
feels more monumental than it should.
It should feel like a 9-to-5, everyday
job occurrence, that this is just how it
works, but that's not always the case. So
it feels really, really special, but I also
don't know if it should feel as special as
it does. I wish it was more common.
But it really does speak to how
ahead of its time “Seed of Chucky” was
and how revolutionary it is that these
characters were established so long
ago and are coming back to the screen
now, because it couldn't fit better. It fits
perfectly. It fits like a perfect little puzzle

I love playing nonbinary characters,
I love playing
transgender
characters, and I
also love playing cis
characters.
piece in today's society and the things
that are important to casting nowadays.
So I think it's very special, and I think it
is a door opened to have this alignment.
But then again, personally, it just
makes my job easier. I love playing
non-binary characters, I love playing
transgender characters, and I also love
playing cis characters. I pretty much
like just playing the whole spectrum.
I find it fascinating. That's why I love
acting. That's why I do what I do, is
to be everyone. So I don't necessarily
feel the need to limit myself to just
characters that identify the way that I
do, but it certainly makes my life a little
easier to know that I can pull from my
own lived experiences for a lot of what
they go through.

While you're talking about visibility, you're
one of the youngest, out non-binary
actors. Do you have any memorable
experiences with young queer people who
have reached out to you to tell you what
that means to them?

See Lachlan Watson, page 28
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Lachlan Watson in "Chucky." Photo: Syfy



Lachlan Watson

Continued from page 27

I grew up in North Carolina with my family.
We all know how the American South is with
young queer people. This was probably five
years ago. I had just done “Sabrina”; Susie had
become Theo. And this was a whole storyline
that was happening. It was getting public
attention. And I had started doing interviews,
and I hadn't done many before then, but all
of a sudden I had this boom of interview
requests, and I thought they were incredible,
but I didn't have a good scale for how far
they went and how big the reach was for how
many people were affected by my story, and
by proxy, Susie and Theo.
Five years ago, my sister was babysitting
in North Carolina, this adorable young thing
who I think was 7 at the time. My sister was
babysitting this person forever, and they were
super, super sweet, and they were going by
they/them.
And my sister told me about it, and I went
to go help her babysit one night when I was
home from “Sabrina.” This kid was adorable,
super sweet, asking me all kinds of questions,
but mostly just questions about my cow
onesie or something. And their mom came
home and had heard from Kinsey, my sister,
that I was there helping her babysit. So she
came home, and she immediately gave me a
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huge hug, and we stood in her kitchen for an
hour talking, because she had read articles
about me and interviews that I had done
about my identity and who I was and growing
up in North Carolina.
She said that those interviews that I did
were solely responsible for the family coming
to the idea that the kid was genderqueer, and
that gave them the ability to bring this up to
that kid. And the kid was like, "Absolutely,
this is great. That's who I am," and it was
because of an interview that I did that got to
her somehow. And she had no idea that I was
Kinsey's sister, she had no idea that I still lived
in North Carolina. All she knew was that my
sister's sibling was coming to help, and then
all of a sudden, Lachlan Watson was in their
home. And she almost started crying and just
told me all of these incredible things about
how my words, not even Susie, not even Theo,
not even Sabrina, but me, my interviews, had
changed their life and had changed the life of
her kid.
It still gives me chills to this day. This was
a long time ago, and I always think about
that and how cool that was and how sweet it
was. And I never saw them again. I went off
to film the second season. We moved away
from where we were, but that'll stick with me
forever.
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32 Capable of performing
33 End of the saying
35 Aussie greeting
37 “Drag Race” host
38 Grecian vessel
39 King's groups of games
40 Petty squabbles
44 Ted Casablanca item
46 Blood carrier
47 It made the Titanic go down
48 Russian singing duo
50 "Well, ___ You Evah"
51 Source of the saying
54 Navratilova, for one
55 Cinderella's coming-out party
56 Gardner of mystery
57 Coin for Kahlo
58 Prissy hissy
59 Not hard to get in bed

Down

Common Cents
Across
1 Wood split by 51-Across
5 Cock opening
9 Frasier's response to a client
13 Toronto gas brand
14 Nicky portrayer, in “Funny Girl”
15 Songwriter Holly
16 Start of a common sense saying
from 51-Across
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Q Puzzle
19 Vestment for Mychal Judge
20 What libraries do
21 Gossip from Ted Casablanca, e.g.
22 Go over proofs again
24 PAC contributor, often
26 LAMBDA Award-winning poet Eileen
27 Cruising greeting
29 Boat with a pair of bears
30 Buffy creator Josh

1 Put back in the oven
2 “Jeffrey” director Christopher
3 Novelist Miller
4 Worldly fate
5 Want thy neighbor's ass, e.g.
6 Rainbow, to some
7 Piecrust ingredient
8 In need of lube
9 Alaskan language
10 Albee Pulitzer Prize work
11 Swank, in a 2009 flick
12 It may come before long

17 Cook of “The Maltese Falcon”
18 Jazz singer Anita
23 Disney duck
24 Jane of “Grace and Frankie”
25 Ref's call
27 Deuce follower, for Mauresmo
28 Targets for Diana Taurasi
31 Plumed wader
32 In darkness
33 Antonio who played Zorro
34 Beat at a meet
35 Pre-workout abs
36 Bounce around the WNBA
39 Love-making sound
41 Bogart's hat
42 Bells and whistles
43 Site of Gay Games VI
45 Cry at La Scala
46 Not erect
48 Govt. guy
49 Weight loss product
51 Biter of Caesar's girlfriend
52 Muscle Mary's pride
53 Fair grade

See p. 24 for answers
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Pure Michigan

Continued from page 7

North Pride — which is listed on the Pure
Michigan LGBTQ+ page — and a business
owner who sells Pride merch, Hilt noted that
some stores on the page
aren’t queer-owned. Hilt
believes Pure Michigan
doesn’t do enough to
lift queer businesses
and that areas of the state
are too conservative to
fully embrace LGBTQ+
communities.
“[One listed store
has] nothing to do with
the queer community,”
Hilt said. “They’re nice
people, but they don’t
even throw in a gay
candy bar in June and try to profit off of it. Is
there anything queer in Sleeping Bears Dunes?
That article is obviously written by somebody
who was told to write an article. That article
stood out to me as kind of a joke. I’m not trying
to get a pump for my business, but if you asked
anyone in this region where to get Pride flags,
either they don’t know or they come to us.”

Still, Lorenz believes in Michigan’s diversity.
He even said he’d wager that Michigan is
among the most diverse states in the country
in terms of “people and places,” but that
Michiganders tend to live in pockets. He
noted that assumptions hold back travelers

They’re nice people, but they don’t
“ even
throw in a gay candy bar in
June and try to profit off of it.
”
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and locals alike, like assuming Saugatuck is
the only LGBTQ+ destination in the state, and
that “if we’re ever going to break through to
be truly welcoming in every way, we need to
put those assumptions aside to take a chance
to maybe be disappointed, but maybe be filled
with joy because we have been welcomed.”
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